
PRODUCT LEAFLET

Floor lift mini max. 86 inch

052.7250052.7250  Floor lift mini for Floor lift mini for touch screen max. 86 inch, 135 kgtouch screen max. 86 inch, 135 kg

Products 052.7200 and 052.7250 are quick and easy to install floor lifts, allowing electrical height adjustment of your (touch)
screens. The lifts are fitted with a screen bracket containing most VESA patterns, making it suitable for almost every display. Unit
requires positioning close to a wall after which it can be fastened with its adjustable wall bracket. The floor lift comes with a
remote control to adjust the display 500 mm (052.7250) or 600 mm (052.7200) in height. Behind the mounting feature, room is
reserved for placing a mini PC. For the use of a thin-client PC a VESA75/100 mounting pattern is included. Product 052.7250 is
our Floor lift mini; the product is 100 mm smaller then product 052.7200 and offers a 500 mm height adjustment. An optional lift
support (052.7255) can be added to lengthen the unit and for placing a logo.
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PRODUCT LEAFLET

Floor lift mini max. 86 inch

Features
Minimum length:
Maximum length:
Weight:
Colour:
Maximum load:
Screen position:
Inch range:

883.5 mm
1383.5 mm

26.40 kg
Black, Aluminium

135 kg
Landscape, Portrait

max. 86 inch

Mobile / fixed:
Height adjustment:
Bracket/interface:
Type bracket/interface:
Range bracket/interface:
Cable duct:

Fixed
Electrical 500 mm, speed up to 20 mm/s

Included
VESA

Max. 600 - 400
30 mm Ø
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